Furniture Care
Furniture needs regular and proper care to maintain
its beauty. The following recommendations, along
with the use of or our Guardsman Furniture Care
Products, will help maintain the beauty and luster of
original finish, as well as extend the life of your
furniture
Sunlight
To limit the fading effects of ultra violet (UV) rays,
furniture should not be placed in direct sunlight.
Blinds, curtains and Guardsman UV furniture Polish
help protect wood furniture for UV rays.
Humidity & Temperature
Extreme humidity may cause warping of joint failure
in furniture and frames. Furniture should be placed
in moderate temperatures (60° - 80°F) and
moderate humidity (30% - 60% RH). To avoid
damage, furniture should not be placed in attics,
next to fireplaces or heating vents.
Accessories
Heavy accessories may cause distortion to the top of
the furniture finish. Use cord or felt pads under
accessories, not rubber or plastic. Lift objects rather
than dragging them across the furniture surface.
Rotate objects several times a year.
Place Settings
To limit damage to wood finishes replace vinyl and
plastic tablecloths or place mats with linen. Cloth
place mats should not be left on furniture for
extended periods of time.
Reversible Cushions
To maintain the appearance of fabric and leather
rotate removable. Reversible cushions routinely.
Doing this will help maintain the appearance of the
fabric and resiliency of the foam core.
Cleaning Recommendations
Follow manufactures cleaning recommendation.
Use the proper cleaning products on your furniture.
Pretest all products before using.

Wood
Wood furniture from Oak to Cherry requires routine
care and attention.
Dust weekly between polish applications
Polish furniture monthly with wax free
and silicone free Furniture Polish
Apply polish to soft cloth, wipe in
direction of wood grain
Use Wood Cleaner to remove smudges,
grease and smoke residue

Leather
Wood furniture from Oak to Cherry requires routine
care and attention.
Dust frequently
Protect from stains with Leather
Cleaning and Protection kit.
Know your leather type; different
leathers require specific cleaning
products

Fabric
All Upholstered furniture should be cleaned and
cared for on a regular basis.
Protect Fabric form stain with FabriCote Fabric Protector
Vacuum and dust frequently
Blot spills with soft cloth; do not rub
Know fabric type; different fabrics
require specific cleaning products.

